Abstract. Let fv " (x;t)g ">0 be a family of approximate solutions for the nonlinear scalar conservation law ut + f (u)x = 0 with C 1 0 -initial data. Assume that fv " (x; t)g are Lip + -stable in the sense that they satisfy Oleinik's E-entropy condition. It is shown that if these approximate solutions are Lip 0 -consistent, i.e., if kv " ( ; 0) ? u( ; 0)k Lip 0 (x) + kv " t + f (v " )xk Lip 0 (x;t) = O("), then they converge to the entropy solution, and the convergence rate estimate kv " ( ; t) ? u( ; t)k Lip 0 (x) = O(") holds. Consequently, the familiar L p -type and new pointwise error estimates are derived.
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Let fv " (x; t)g ">0 be a family of approximate solutions of the conservation law (2.1), (2.2) in the following sense. DEFINITION . A. We say that fv " (x; t)g ">0 are conservative The case ku 0 k Lip + = 1 is included in (2.5), and it corresponds to the exact t ?1 decay rate of an initial rarefaction.
DEFINITION. We say that fv " (x; t)g ">0 are Lip + -stable if there exists a constant 0 (independent of t and ") such that the following estimate, analogous to (2.5), is ful lled:
kv " ( ; t)k Lip + 1 kv " ( ; 0)k ?1 Lip + + t ; t 0: (2.6) Remarks.
1. The case of an initial rarefaction subject to the quadratic ux f(u) = 2 u 2 demonstrates that the a priori decay estimate of the exact entropy solution in (2.5) is sharp. A comparison of (2.6) with (2.5) shows that a necessary condition for the convergence of fv " g ">0 is 0 ; (2. 7) for otherwise, the decay rate of fv " ( ; t)g (and hence of its " ! 0 limit) would be faster than that of the exact entropy solution.
2. The case > 0 in (2.6) corresponds to a strict Lip + -stability in the sense that kv " ( ; t)k Lip + decays in time, in agreement with the decay of rarefactions indicated in (2.5). 3. In general, any a priori bound kv " ( ; t)k Lip + Const T < 1; 0 t T; (2.8) is a su cient stability condition for the convergence results discussed below. In particular, we allow for = 0 in (2.6), as long as the approximate initial conditions are Lip + -bounded. We remark that the restriction of Lip + -bounded initial data is indeed necessary for convergence, in view of the counterexample of Roe's scheme discussed in x3. Unless stated otherwise, we therefore restrict our attention to the class of Lip + -bounded (i.e., rarefaction-free) initial conditions, where L + 0 := max(ku 0 k Lip +; kv " ( ; 0)k Lip +) < 1: (2.9) Finally, we remark that in case of strict Lip + -stability, i.e., in case (2.6) holds with > 0, then one can remove this restriction of Lip + -bounded initial data and our convergence results can be extended to include general L 1 loc -initial conditions. The discussion of this case will be dealt elsewhere. We begin with the following theorem which is at the heart of matter. where a " (x; t) stands for the mean-value
and F " (x; t) is the truncation error, F " (x; t) := v " t (x; t) + f(v " (x; t)) x : Given an arbitrary (x) W 1;1 0 , we let f " (x; t)g 0 t T denote the solution of the backward transport equation " t (x; t) + a " (x; t) " x (x; t) = 0; t T; (2.12a) corresponding to the endvalues, (x), prescribed at t = T, " (x; T) = ( 
The error estimate (2.10a) follows from the last two estimates together with (2.16).
The Lip 0 -convergence rate estimate (2.10b) can be extended to more familiar W s;p loc -convergence rate estimates. The rest of this section is devoted to three corollaries which summarize these extensions.
We begin by noting that the conservation and Lip + -stability of v " ( ; t) imply that v " ( ; T) { and conse- The error estimate (2.19) with (s; p) = (0; 1) yields L 1 convergence rate of order O( p "), which is familiar from the setup of monotone di erence approximations 9, 13]. Of course, uniform convergence (which corresponds to (s; p) = (0; 1)) fails in this case, due to the possible presence of shock discontinuities in the entropy solution u( ; t). Instead, one seeks pointwise convergence away from the singular support of u( ; t). To this end, we employ a C 1 0 (?1; 1)-unit mass molli er of the form (x) = 1 ( x ). The error estimate (2.10) asserts that
(2.20) Corollary 2.3 shows that by post-processing the approximate solutions v " ( ; t), we are able to recover the pointwise values of u(x; t) with an error as close to " as the local smoothness of u( ; t) permits. A similar treatment enables the recovery of the derivatives of u(x; t) as well, consult 21, x4].
The particular case p = 1 in (2.22), deserves special attention. In this case, post-processing of the approximate solution with arbitrary C 1 0 -unit mass molli er (x), gives us j(v " ( ; T) )(x) ? u(x; T)j Const (1 + ju x ( ; T)j loc ) 3 p "; 3. Finite-Di erence approximations. We want to solve the conservation law (2.1) -(2.2) by difference approximations. To this end we use a grid (x := x; t n := n t) with a xed mesh-ratio t x = Const. The approximate solution at these grid points, v n v(x ; t n ), is determined by a conservative di erence approximation which takes the following viscosity form, e.g. where j (x) and m (t) denote the usual`hat' functions, j (x) = 1 x min(x ? x j?1 ; x j+1 ? x) + ; m (t) = 1 t min(t ? t m?1 ; t m+1 ? t) + : To study the convergence rate of v x (x; t) as x # 0, we rst have to verify the conservation and the Lip 0 -consistency of the di erence approximation. To this end we proceed as follows.
We rst note that v x (x; t) are clearly conservative, for by the choice of the initial conditions in (3. The sum on the right-hand side of (3.5) represents the truncation error of the di erence approximation (3.1), and according to (3.4) , it consists of the following four contributions (here,^ (x; t) = P ;n (x ; t n ) n (x; t) denotes the piecewise-linear interpolant of (x; t)): We want to show that the di erence approximation (3.1) is consistent with the conservation law (2.1), in the sense that the Lip 0 -size of its truncation error is of order O( x). The required estimates in this direction are collected below. We begin with a straightforward estimate of the rst term,
The di erence approximation (3.1) enables us to upper bound time-di erences in terms of spatial di erences to yield the following upper-bound on the second term, jT 2 j t 2 kv x t k L 1 ( x;t) k^ t k L 1 ( x;t) C 2 xkv x (x; t)k L 1 ( 0;T];BV (x)) k (x; t)k Lip(x; 0;T]) :
The third contribution to the truncation error we rewrite as This together with the standard interpolation error estimate
give us that the third term does not exceed A similar framework was used in 7, x3] to show that Godunov scheme satis es the Lip + -stability estimate and the Lip + -bound follows in view of (3.12) and the CFL condition maxjf 0 j < 1 2 .
Finally, for the Roe (or Courant-Isaacson-Rees) scheme, Lip + -stability (3.8) with = 0 (no decay), was proved in 1]. Note that the assumption of Lip + -bounded initial conditions is essential for convergence to the entropy solution in this case, in view of the discrete steady-state solution, v 0 = sgn( + 1 2 ), which shows that convergence of Roe scheme to the correct entropy rarefaction fails due to the fact that the initial data are not Lip + -bounded.
Using Theorem 3.1 we conclude the following. Corollary 3.2. . Consider the conservation law (2.1), (2.2) with Lip + -bounded initial data (2.9).
Then the Roe, Godunov, Engquist-Osher, and Lax-Friedrichs di erence approximations (3.1), (3.10) with discrete initial data (3.2) converge, and their piecewise-linear interpolants v x (x; t), satisfy the convergence rate estimates (3.9a), (3.9b).
4. Glimm scheme. We recall the construction of Glimm approximate solution for the conservation law (2.1), see 6, 14] . We let v(x; t) be the entropy solution of (2.1) in the slab t n t < t n+1 ; n 0, subject to piecewise constant data v(x; t n ) = X v n (x). To proceed in time, the solution is extended (in a staggered fashion) with a jump discontinuity across the lines t n+1 ; n 0, where v(x; t n+1 ) takes the piecewise constant values v(x; t n+1 ) = X v n+1 Notice that in each slab, v(x; t) consists of successive noninteracting Riemann solutions provided the CFL condition, maxja(u)j 1 2 is met. This de nes the Glimm approximate solution, v(x; t) v " (x; t), depending on the mesh parameters " = x t, and the set of random variables fr n g, uniformly distributed in ? 1 2 ; 1 2 ]. In the deterministic version of the Glimm scheme, Liu 10] employs equidistributed rather than random sequence of numbers fr n g. We note that in both versions, we make use of exactly one random or equidistributed choice per time step (independently of the spatial cells), as was rst advocated by Chorin 3] . It follows that both versions of Glimm scheme share the Lip + -stability estimate (2.6). Indeed, since the solution of a scalar Riemann problem remains in the convex hull of its initial data, we may express v n+1 Although Glimm approximate solutions are conservative \on the average," they do not satisfy the conservation requirement (2.3). We therefore need to slightly modify our previous convergence arguments in this case.
We rst recall the truncation error estimate for the deterministic version of Glimm scheme 8, 
